Microfibro
ous entrapped catalysts and sorben
nts
(MFEECs and MFFESs respectively) consisst of particlles
immo
obilized in media made off micron‐sized fibers (Figu
ure
1, Taable 1). Th
he microfibro
ous media (M
MFM) may be
comp
posed of me
etal fibers fo
or enhanced heat transfe
er,
ceram
mic/glass fib
bers for co
orrosive envvironments, or
polym
mer
fiberss
for
low
w‐temperatu
ure,
low‐co
ost
appliications. Fibers for microffibrous entrap
pment typically
rangee from 2 to
o 25 microns and entraapped particlles
typiccally range frrom 40 to 30
00 microns. These
T
particlles
are ssignificantly smaller
s
than the extrudattes (1.6‐5 mm
m)
wideely used in ind
dustry. The micron‐sized
m
fibers
f
dominaate
nolds numbers,
the fflow pattern, especially at low Reyn
signifficantly enhancing maass and heat
h
transffer
charaacteristics.
Tablee 1. MFEC and MFES Properties
Volume %
MFEC
M
PB
Fibers
2‐8
‐
Parrticles
0‐35
0
60‐‐70
V
Void
62‐98
30‐‐40

Weight
W
%
MFEC
C
PB
37‐10
00
‐
0‐63
3
100
0
0

Flow thro
ough an MFEC
C or MFES is analogous to
oa
frozeen fluidized bed. MFEC
Cs and MFEESs share the
advantages of flu
uidized beds in terms of improved
i
maass
and heat transffer because small particles are used

Figure 1. Images of MFFECs and MFESs

(Figuree_2); howeveer, MFEC and MFES system
ms are actually
y
fixed bbeds, so the p
process disad
dvantages of ffluidized beds
are avvoided. With fast mass/heat transfer, the reaction
n
rate ccan be imprroved by 1‐‐3 orders of magnitude
e,
depen ding on the specific reacctions/process. MFECs and
d
MFESss are very suitable forr process in
ntensification
n,
unit/p rocess miniaaturization, aand portable applicationss.
This teechnology is already widely used for air filtration
n,
carbonn monoxide ccatalytic filtration, deep deesulfurization
n,
Fische r‐Tropsch synthesis, and methanol synthesis with
h
many other heteerogeneous reactions an
nd processes
currenntly under invvestigation.
Microfibro
ous entrapm
ment is ach
hieved using
g
specia lized wet‐layy‐roll‐to‐roll m
manufacturin
ng techniques
develooped by IntraaMicron and Auburn Uniiversity. Most
recenttly, microfibro
ous entrapment techniques have been
n
advancced to the po
oint that micrrofibrous med
dia can entrap
p
most ppre‐manufacttured catalysts or sorbentts of the right
size sppecifications w
without contaamination.

Figurre 2. Advantagess of using microffibrous media (M
MFM) for catalysst/sorbent entraapment
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